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One Little Bit
Roll, Little River
Everyone Needs (Everyone Wants)
One With The Wind
However Often I Told You I Love You
Cherish The Good Times

One Little Bit
You can’t expect more than you’re willing to give
You can’t live some things down as long as you live
Sometimes giving in to temptation is an expensive recreation in the end
You want to hold onto a lover who’s also your best friend
If I were you then I would take this advice
Before you wander think it over once or twice
Sometimes choices that seem easy turn out not to be so easy after all
And living out the high life can set you up for a fall
Ain’t no harm in just a wandering eye
But when you get yourself caught up in a lie
Sometimes things just end up blown up and you have no choice but to own up to it
Being sorry and remorseful won’t matter one little bit
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Roll, Little River
Roll, little river
Roll my troubles away
Never to darken this place another day
You cannot tempt me though I know you will try
You will understand me as well by and by
The way is sometimes hard
Going on is all there is
It’s all that you can do
But wishes can come true
Look at me and you
Freedom of spirit and freedom of mind
Can be counted among the greatest joys you’ll find
The sense of your journey and the way you should go
Can be counted among the greatest truths you’ll know
The way is sometimes hard
Going on is all there is
It’s all that you can do
But wishes can come true
Look at me and you
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Everyone Needs (Everyone Wants)
Everyone needs a rainbow
With brilliant colors all around them
Everyone wants their dreams to come true
But it can be hard to realize this
It can be very hard if sorrow is your constant companion
Everyone needs blue skies
With sunlit clouds and wide horizons
Everyone wants to know what to be
But it can be hard to understand this
It can be very hard if sorrow is your constant companion
Everyone needs fulfillment
With no regrets and no conditions
Everyone wants to be everything they can be
But it does take time to achieve this
It can take too much time if sorrow is your constant companion
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One With The Wind
When a gust of wind comes up on an autumn day
Swirling all around you as you make your way
You can feel the energy of an enchanted melody
Whistling through the treetops as they sway as one
The song of nature strikes a chord in everyone
You can feel it all around
And yet it barely makes a sound
The rhythm of your own existence might evade you
But your lack of understanding should not dissuade you
Keep on moving anyway
You’ll be one with the wind one day
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However Often I Told You I Love You
Just about the sweetest sight
That my eyes have ever seen
Is when you smile that smile
You bedazzle and beguile
So naïve all the while
However often I told you I love you
Could never quite express what you mean to me
Just about the sweetest sound
That my ears have ever heard
Is when you laugh out loud
Such abandon is allowed
Far from the madding crowd
However often I told you I love you
Could never quite express what you mean to me
However often I told you I love you
Could never quite express what you mean to me
However often I told you I love you
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Cherish The Good Times
Everyone knows that life is whatever you make it
On the value of happiness we all are agreed
So why be sad?
Good times can be had for the making
A positive viewpoint is all that you need
Cherish the good times and let them define who you will be
Banish the bad times and let them fade from your memory
Stay in a bright mood and do not dwell on what you lack
Happiness is renewed when you give to it and it gives back
Everyone knows that life is whatever you make it
On the value of happiness we all are agreed
Cherish the good times
Banish the bad times
Stay in a bright mood
Happiness is renewed
Cherish the good times
Banish the bad times
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